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Chapter 

1 
Introduction 
 
The purpose of this manual is to assist the EDD (Electronic Data Delivery) Verify 
user during his or her initial exposure to the system. It provides step by step 
description of system functionality and operations so that you do not need to be a 
computer expert to competently use all the facilities that the system offers. Once you 
are familiar with system operation and functionality, the manual may be used as a 
casual reference to facilitate the use of operational procedures not used frequently. 

What is EDD Verify 
The EDD Verify software provides the tools needed to ensure quality and accuracy of 
data packages before sending EDDs to the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) 
Environmental Information Management System (EIMS). EDD Verify confirms that 
the format of the EDD is valid and the data contained within it adheres to BNL 
guidelines.  

How does it work 
 
The EDD Verify software runs on Microsoft Windows-based workstations. You 
install the program using a simple setup program. Once installed, you use the File 
Open feature to import an existing Sample Delivery Group (SDG). The term 
SDG is used to represent a group of EDDs. EDDs contain one Sample Record 
followed by multiple analysis records.  The format of a valid EDD is shown in 
Appendix A. 

 

The complete specifications for the BNL EIMS analytical data EDD format is 
available at http://webeims.b459.bnl.gov/eims_home/public_docus.htm or by 
contacting the EIMS Manager <daum@bnl.gov> 

While importing an SDG, the program checks each EDD for errors, records them, 
and displays them when completed. A report can be printed showing all errors. If any 
errors are found, you must then edit individual sample or analysis records to correct 

 



 

the error. Fields containing invalid information will be highlighted with a red 
background. All imported data are saved to your local hard drive. You can exit the 
program and re-enter at any point in time, your edited records will be saved.   

When all errors have been corrected use the File Save feature to output the verified 
SDG to a new folder. The EDD file names in the output folder are the same as they 
were when imported. The corrected and verified SDG can then be sent to BNL via e-
mail or, if necessary, by regular mail on diskette.   

The flow of EDDs into and out of the system in shown in the following diagram: 
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How does it effect your work 
 
The EDD Verify software makes the task of auditing EDD data much simpler. It 
notifies you of any problems before data are sent to BNL.  

Use of this program will identify and tag any errors not consistent with BNL’s required 
format, or inconsistencies with the EIMS database. On-the-fly corrections can be 
made within each EDD, therefore submittals of erroneous SDGs and subsequently 
resubmitting returned SDGs will be eliminated. Also, allowing the computer to check 
through all the files will save time and increase accuracy during the initial review of the 
EDDs.  
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Getting Started 
 

This section presents an introduction on the use of the EDD Verify software and 
describes the different steps you need to get started using the system. 

Installing the software 
 
The EDD Verify software must be installed from the supplied CD-ROM.  

8 To Install EDD Verify 

1. Insert the EDD Verify Disk into the CD-ROM drive.  

2. Double-click Setup.exe 

3. Click the Install Now button. 

4. Follow the instructions on your screen 

A sample EDD Verify Setup screen is show below: 

 
 

The default location for software installation is C:\Program Files\bev3. You can, 
however, change the default location to any directory you wish.  

An icon called “BNL EDD Verify” will be created in a new group called “Brookhaven 
National Laboratory EDD Verify”. 
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Select BNL EDD Verify to start the software.  

Changing  Default File Locations 
After installation you can change the default file folders for importing and saving 
EDDs. The software uses these default file locations when looking for EDDs to Open 
and Save. The default location for opening unverified EDDs is C:\Program Files\Bev. 
The default location for saving verified data is C:\Program Files\Bev\Output.  

8To Customize Default File Locations 

1. Select View, Options from the Main Menu. 

2. Type in the new location for Default SDG Location. 

3. Type in the new location for Default Location for Save. 

4. Select Apply to save changes, OK to exit and save changes. 

A sample Options screen is show below: 
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Chapter 

2 
 

Verifying SDGs 

Main Menu
When you start EDD Verify, the main desktop screen is displayed. It includes: 

• The main menu bar 

• The toolbar, with icons for frequently used functions. 

• The Sample Grid Control where your work will be performed. 

• The Status Bar. 

The main menu bar contains drop-down menus that will be discussed in details in the 
next sections.  

Importing SGDs 
The first step after starting the software is to open a Sample Delivery Group (SDG) 
for verification. The system allows you to select multiple files for verification.  

8To Open an SDG for Verification 

1. Select File, Open from the Main Menu. 

2. The Open SDG Dialog Box is presented. 

3. Click on the first EDD then hold down the Shift Key for selecting a range of 
File Names. 

4. Press OK to begin import and initial verification. 

A sample Open SDG Dialog box is show below: 
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Each file in the SDG will contain data in the format shown in Appendix A.  

The system will verify that the first record (sample header) contains all field names for 
the sample record and the third record (analysis header) contains all field names for the 
following analysis records. The number of fields in the detail records must match the 
number of fields in the header records.  Any file that does not contain a sample header 
record is rejected.  

As the system reads each EDD, every field is checked for valid data. Appendix A lists 
the validation rules. A progress bar is displayed as the initial validation routine runs. 
When completed, the top right portion of the Sample Grid screen shows how many 
files were imported for the SDG and how many files were selected. If these two counts 
do not match, it indicates one or more of the EDDs selected for import were not 
recognizable as an EDD type file.  You can look up the names of rejected files using 
the View, Rejected Files menu option. 

Working with the Sample Grid 
The sample screen on the following page shows the state of the system after importing 
EDDS.  As you work to clear errors, all data are saved to disk. This feature allows you 
to save your work and exit the application without having to re-import EDDs.  The 
next time you start the application it will contain all data and corrections entered from 
previous sessions. The SDG being worked on is not cleared until the next import is 
run. You should not run the File, Save feature until all errors are cleared.  
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Each row in the imported SDG grid represents a single EDD file.  The status bar  (at 
the bottom of the screen) shows the file name of the EDD being pointed to.  The 
errors column shows how many errors have been found in the EDD, including 
Analysis record errors. If any errors exist for an EDD, the Error count cell is 
highlighted with a red background. 

Errors related to the sample record are shown in the Error Description column. There 
can be multiple errors for each sample. When there are multiple errors the row height 
will expand automatically to show each error. For example, in the Sample Grid above, 
COC 1346 (middle of grid) contains many errors. 

To edit a specific sample record within the Sample Grid, position to the row using 
your mouse and double-click on that row.  This will bring up the Analysis Grid. 

Working with the Analysis Grid 
The Analysis Grid screen is used to edit a specific sample record and related analysis 
records within that sample. The sample fields are shown on the top of the screen. All 
analysis records in that sample are show in the Analysis Grid. Fields in the Sample 
record that failed validation are highlighted with a red background. Any errors in the 
Analysis records are shown in the error description column.  
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The description of the Sample field errors is shown in the column on the right side of 
the screen. A sample Analysis Grid screen is shown below:  

 

The name of the source file being edited is shown in the status bar at the bottom of the 
screen.  

Like the Sample Grid screen, multiple errors can exist for each Analysis record. When 
there is more than one error for an analysis record, the row will automatically expand 
to show each error.  

To edit a specific analysis record, position to the row with your mouse and double-
click.  This will bring up the Single Analysis Record Edit screen.  To close the Analysis 
Grid screen, save any changes and return to the Sample Grid screen, click on the Close 
box in the top right corner of the screen.  

Single Analysis Record Edit 
The Single Analysis Record Edit screen is used to correct errors in analysis records.  To 
move between fields press the tab key. Any fields that failed verification are highlighted 
with a red background. A description of the specific error is shown in the status bar as 
you move between fields.  
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You can use the VCR –like control at the bottom of the screen to move between 
records. Press close to return to the Analysis Grid screen. 

 
 

 

You can quickly move between fields by using short cut keys. The underlined character 
in the field name determines which keyboard character is the short cut key. Press the 
ALT key plus the underlined character to move the focus to that field. For example, 
pressing ALT + “N” will move the cursor to the Name field.  
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CAS Table Lookup  
EDD Verify uses a chemical number and name table to verify CAS numbers and 
names. This CAS table contains multiple cas names for a single CAS number.  

If you have errors in either one of these fields, you can use the CAS Table lookup 
feature to correct them. To activate the CAS Lookup Dialog Box press the command 
button with three dots in it next to the CAS Num field.  

The CAS Lookup Dialog Box will initially position itself to a specific row depending 
on the type of error. If the chemical name is in error, the CAS Lookup Dialog box will 
start at the CAS number that is not in error. This makes it easy to select the correct 
chemical name for the analysis record being edited. If the CAS number is in error, then 
the CAS Lookup Dialog box will initially position itself to the correct Chemical Name.  

If both fields are in error, CAS Num and Chemical Name, the CAS Lookup Diaglog 
box will initially start at the first CAS Num on file.  

To correct a CAS Num or Name, double-click on the row.  

A sample CAS Lookup Dialog Box is show below: 
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Other Reference Tables 
Some fields accept only specified Legal Values.  If you have any other value in the field, 
you will get an error.  For the fields Samp_QC, Anal_QC, and Units, you can select the 
desired Legal Value by clicking on the field to get a drop-down list.  To correct the 
field, click on the value that you want.  

CAS Table Import 
The Brookhaven National Laboratory will send updates to the CAS table when 
necessary. To activate the new table, you must use the EDD Verify Import feature.  
The example below shows how to import a new CAS table.  

8To Import a new CAS Table 

1. Select File, Import from the Main Menu. 

2. The Import New CAS Table dialog box will appear 

3. Select the castable.lst file location 

4. Press Open to begin the import process 

5. A progress bar will indicate that the new CAS table is being imported. 

A sample CAS Table Import dialog box is shown below: 
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Saving the Verified SDG 
When all corrections have been made, you must save the verified SDG to a new 
output directory before sending the files to BNL.  

8To Save a verified SDG 

1. Select File, Save from the Main Menu. 

2. The Save SDG Dialog Box is presented. 

3. Change the name of the output folder if desired. 

4. Press Save to complete the export process. 

A sample Save SDG Dialog box is show below: 
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Appendix 

A. Verification Rules 
The following tables describe each verification rule implemented in EDD Verify. These tables can 
be referred to when an error has occurred and you cannot figure out how to correct it.  For 
complete details refer to the Specifications for EIMS Analytical Data Format. 

A1.  Sample Verification Rules 

 
1. # of sample fields matches sample line mask 
2. The COC number must be less than eight characters 
3. The COC must not be null for field samples 
4. The Site ID must be less than 30 characters  
5. The Site ID must not begin or end with a space 
6. The Site ID must not be null for field samples 
7. The Matrix must be a Legal Value and not null 
8. The Sample ID must begin with the COC number 
9. The Sample ID must be less than 30 characters  
10. The Sample ID must not be null for field samples, MS, MSD 
11. The Sample ID must be null for Lab QC samples except MS and MSD 
12. The Sample Date must not be null 
13. The Sample Date must be in the format mm/dd/yy 
14. The Sample Time must be numeric and 4 digits in length 
15. If Sample Time is missing then must be 4 zeroes 
16. The Rec_date must be in the format mm/dd/yy 
17. The SDG must less than 30 characters 
18. The SDG cannot be null  
19. The Lab_file_ID cannot be null 
20. The Smp_depth must be a string less than 20 characters 
21. The Smp_depth cannot be null 
22. Samp_QC must be a Legal Value 
23. Notes must be less than 100 characters 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 
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A2.  Analysis Verification Rules 

 
1. # of analyte fields matches analyte line mask 
2. The CAS number must not be null 
3. The analyte name must not be null 
4. The Conc must be in the data type format number (15,10) 
5. The Conc must not be null 
6. The Err must be in the data type format number (15,10) 
7. The Det_lim must not be null unless pH, TLD, or moisture element or for QC analytes 
8. The Det_lim must be of the data type format number (15,10) 
9. Units must not be null 
10. Units must be valid for matrix and analysis type 
11. An_date must be in the form mm/dd/yy and not null 
12. Method must not be null 
13. Lab_Batch_ID must not be null 
14. The Ext_date must be in the form mm/dd/yy 
15. Anal_QC must be a Legal Value 
16. Conc_UCL must be > 0 for SU, MS, MSD, LCS, format number (10,5) 
17. Conc_LCL must be >= 0 for SU, MS, MSD, LCS, format number (10,5) 
18. Ret_time must be integer > 0 for IS 
19. Ret_UCL must be integer > 0 for IS 
20. Ret_LCL must be integer > 0 for IS 
21. Spike must be >0 for at least one analyte for MS, MSD, format number (10,5) 
22. True_val must be > 0 for LCS, format number (10,5) 
23. True_val must be between Conc_LCL and Conc_UCL 
24. RPD_UCL must be >0 for at least one analyte for MSD, format number (10,5) 
25. Lab_Qual must be a Legal Value 
26. Lab_QCnotes must not be null if Lab_Qual is “X” 
27. Lab_QCnotes truncated to 500 characters 
28. Rev_Qual must be blank 
29. The Rev_conc must be blank 
30. The Rev_QCnotes must be blank 
30.   TCLP_ext_date is required when TCLP extraction performed 
31.   TCLP_ext_date must be in the form mm/dd/yy 
32.   Filt is required for filtered analyses 
33.   Yield is required for Sr-90 and alpha isotopic  analyses 
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B.  CAS Table 
A list of all constituents in the CAS table can be found at 
http://webeims.b459.bnl.gov/eims_home/public_docus.htm. 

C.  EDD File Format 
For complete details refer to the Specifications for EIMS Analytical Data Format, located at 
http://webeims.b459.bnl.gov/eims_home/public_docus.htm. 
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